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 Israeli Intelligence Working With Fallen Angelic Entities? / Some Claim 
They're in Over Their Head! 

 
++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For the Defense, Protection and Victory of 
all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide Especially the Christian TI’s, For the 
Hong Kong Christians (and all persecuted Christians worldwide)  as they Fight 
For Their Lives, That President Trump Would NOT Sign the Equality Act which 
would essentially outlaw Biblical Christianity, The Ebola Virus Planned Pandemic 
and Genocide, The ‘Large Groups’ of Potentially Ebola Infected African Illegals 
From The Congo Being Released into the USA and elsewhere, Against the 
Exploding Weaponized Tick Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination 
Mandates, Historic Widespread Flooding in the USA, The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/ 
Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border, Against 
the 5G Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 
5G & 6G Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For the New Zealanders 
(especially the Christians) to wake up and push back against all their freedoms 
being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the 
witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and 
destruction, Pray against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the 
plans & wickedness of high level politicians like Jared Kushner, Nancy Pelosi, 
Chuck Schumer and Maxine Waters, For President Trump to do the right thing 
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory 
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them, 
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place 
Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin 
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders 
imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, 
America and Canada,  The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders 
worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of 
all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT 
movement and the normalization of pedophilia and the sexualization of the 
children to be stopped, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and 
adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For the eradication of all adult 
and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and 
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of 
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the 
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’ 
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad 
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators 
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy 
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned 
deep state & Muslim false flag events, , the Chateaux Des Armouis AKA the: 



“Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”. A short list of the 
institutions which are now run by Satanists who despise God and Christ: 
--The Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president--Hollywood, 
Netflix, Amazon Prime and all of the dominant streaming content producers--The 
pop culture music industry--Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
YouTube and all the tech giants--Modern medicine, which feeds on baby parts 
while pushing vaccines that contain aborted human fetal tissue (turning every 
vaccine into a cannibalism blood ritual)--The Vatican and the Pope, who is a 
direct servant of Satan--Every level of government, from local city councils to the 
federal deep state in Washington D.C.--The children’s books industry, including 
the Harry Potter series--The global banking cartels, which are all owned and run 
by pedophiles and child blood harvesters--Universities and public schools. 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 

 
+1+ ISRAEL ATTACKS LEBANON--Hezbollah (Lebanon) Announces Intent To 
Attack Israel as Retaliation -- ISRAEL ATTACKS AGAIN! Plus COVERT INTEL: 
HEZBOLLAH ATTACK TARGET LIST INSIDE ISRAEL--DRONE WAR TAKES 
FLIGHT...ISRAEL BATTLES IRAN...ACTION OVER BEIRUT... Top Iranian general 
warns Israel that strikes will bring end to ‘Zionist regime’ 
The elected government of Lebanon, Hezbollah, has announced its intent to 
attack Israel in retaliation for Israeli air strikes on Hezbollah members inside 
Syria.  A ominous warning came from Nasrollah, who said: 



"We will respond to the Israeli strike in Syria that killed two of our men from 
Lebanon, not from Syria. The response will not be in Sheba’a [Farms] either. I tell 
the Israeli army to wait for us on the borders; and *beyond* the borders. This time 
is different." 
"- Bibi told the settlers of the north to stay calm as nothing is dangerous, I tell the 
settlers in the north, center and the south to worry waiting our response" 
A top Iranian general, blamed by Israel for masterminding a preempted bid to 
launch drone attacks from Syria, & warned Israel on Sunday that its strikes 
against Iran would not be tolerated much longer.  
“These insane operations will surely be the last steps of the Zionist regime,” 
tweeted Qassem Soleimani, commander of the Quds Force of the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps.  
Lebanon’s Aoun says Israeli drone strikes like ‘a declaration of war’  
After Israeli drones said to blow up near Hezbollah-controlled areas of Beirut, 
Lebanese president says his country ‘has the right to defend its sovereignty’  
For the first time since the year 2006, the state of Israel has conducted a military 
attack against neighboring Lebanon. 
The IAF struck the General Command of the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine (PFLP-GC) at Lebanon's Rayak Air Base.   
UPDATE 10:09 PM EDT -- 
Lebanon has declared Martial Law. 
Tanks are reportedly rolling toward the border with Israel. 
Hal Turner Remarks 
I've been following events over the last few years, I can tell you this is very very 
different. Events have started that are clearly going to start the major ww3 
conflict. 
From events on the ground, the opposing sides - whether you like it or not - will 
most likely be as follows:  
ALLIES: 
US 
UK 
FRANCE 
NATO (MINUS TURKEY) 
EU 
AUSTRALIA 
JAPAN 
SOUTH KOREA 
ISRAEL 
INDIA 
SAUDI  
UAE 
AXIS: 
RUSSIA 
CHINA 
IRAN 
NORTH KOREA 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog-august-26-2019/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog-august-26-2019/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog-august-26-2019/


PAKISTAN  
TURKEY 
SYRIA 
VENEZUELA  
LEBANON 
SHIITE MUZZ FIGHTERS 
UNDECIDED/NEUTRAL: 
EGYPT 
GERMANY 
UPDATE 2:16 PM EDT -- 
After Israel attacked Hezbollah members inside Syria, and Hezbollah warned it 
will retaliate (as reported above) ISRAEL ATTACKED AGAIN!  
An Israeli UAV attacked two vehicles of a Hezbollah Brigade in Iraq on the Iraq-
Syria border" (Update: Iraqi Hashd Commander Dead)  
INTEL 
6 members of Iraqi Hezbollah, including a leader, killed in airstrikes hitting vehicle 
convoy in city of Al-Qaim along the Syria-Iraq border. 
Iranian-backed Shi’a Militias warned that they will attack US targets if there are 
any more drone strikes on their forces in Iraq. 
We may well see an attack by Lebanon’s Hezbollah on Israel and an attack by 
Iraqi Hezbollah on US forces in Iraq soon.  
UPDATE 2:21 PM EDT -- 
DEATH TOLL NOW 9 Shi’a milita fighters killed in what it claims were ‘Israeli’ 
airstrikes on a convoy near the Syrian-Iraqi border   
UPDATE 4:00 PM EDT -- 
An Israeli military drone has been shot down in Lebanon. 
According to multiple Intelligence grabs from multiple sources, the following 
targets inside Israel are ALLEGEDLY and REPORTEDLY to be attacked by 
Hezbollah missiles: 
Haifa oil refinery 
Ashdod docks, 
Hadera power station, 
Ramat Gan diamond bourse, 
Dead Sea potash works, 
the Tel Aviv stock exchange, 
the Leviathan gas platform 
Related: 
DRONE WAR TAKES FLIGHT... 
ISRAEL BATTLES IRAN... 
ACTION OVER BEIRUT... 
Top Iranian general warns Israel that strikes will bring end to ‘Zionist regime’ 
JERUSALEM/DAMASCUS, Aug 24 (Reuters) - Israeli aircraft on Saturday struck 
Iranian forces near Damascus that had been planning to launch "killer drones" at 
targets in Israel, an Israeli military spokesman said. 

https://apnews.com/0f9be65b6ea54fab83d01b959283fcf3
http://news.trust.org/item/20190824224032-sn519
https://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/Lebanese-Army-Two-Israeli-drones-downed-over-Beirut-599623
https://www.timesofisrael.com/top-iranian-general-warns-israel-that-strikes-will-bring-end-to-zionist-regime/


"The strike targeted Iranian Quds Force operatives and Shiite militias which were 
preparing to advance attack plans targeting sites in Israel from within Syria over 
the last number of days," the military said in a statement. 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the military had thwarted the 
planned Iranian attack. "Iran has no immunity anywhere. Our forces operate in 
every sector against the Iranian aggression," he said on Twitter. 
Syrian state media said Syrian air defenses intercepted "hostile targets" over 
Damascus, the capital, Saturday night. 
Witnesses in Damascus said they heard and saw explosions in the sky. 
"The aggression is ongoing and air defences are confronting hostile targets and 
are downing most of them in the southern region," state media outlet SANA said, 
indicating areas south of Damascus. 
The Syrian army said in a statement that "the majority of the Israeli missiles were 
destroyed before reaching their targets." Conricus, however, said the impact of 
the Israeli strikes was "significant." 
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/hezbollah-
lebanon-announces-intent-to-attack-israel-as-retaliation  
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/covert-intel-
hezbollah-attack-target-list-inside-israel  

 
TRUMP TRADE WAR 'EMERGENCY'…CONCERN, CONFUSION 
President Donald Trump said Sunday he could declare the escalating U.S.-China 
trade war as a national emergency if he wanted to. 
“In many ways this is an emergency,” Trump said at the G-7 leaders meeting of 
the ongoing trade battle between the world’s top two economies. 
“I could declare a national emergency, I think when they steal and take out and 
intellectual property theft anywhere from $300 billion to $500 billion a year and 
when we have a total lost of almost a trillion dollars a year for many years,”  
American businesses, from technology startups to large corporations, say they 
cannot quickly upend their supply chains and stop doing business in China.  
President Trump tweeted Friday that he “hereby ordered” U.S. companies to 
explore relocating operations out of China and that he would raise existing and 
planned tariffs on Chinese goods by 5 percentage points. On Sunday, after a 
tumultuous week for trade negotiations, administration officials said the 
president didn’t order U.S. companies to leave China and has no plans to invoke 
emergency powers to force them to do so.  
Many technology companies are entwined with Chinese parts makers, and tech 
startups building hardware are in a particularly difficult situation. From electric 
scooter services to robotics businesses, many get crucial components from 
China. For them, Mr. Trump’s demand to stop doing business in China seemed 
impossible. 
“There is no other easily identifiable supplier or manufacturer for a lot of parts,” 
said Eric Klein, a partner at venture-capital firm Lemnos, which invests in 
hardware startups. Shifting production out of China would be a complex process 
that would entail re-engineering production facilities, requiring a company to halt 
or slow production for months, he said. 
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“It would be financially devastating to a startup that isn’t sitting on a pile of 
capital,” said Mr. Klein. “The smaller the company, the more fragile their 
economic state is and changes like this are massively disruptive.”  

 
PRESIDENT TRUMP "ORDERS" ALL U.S. COMPANIES OUT OF CHINA - Must find 
"Alternatives" 
The trade war between the United States and China just took a dramatic turn which 
many see as leading to actual war with China.  Today, US President Donald Trump 
ORDERED American companies to "find alternatives to China" -- it appears ALL trade 
between the U.S.  and China is heading toward being COMPLETELY cut-off.  
(Subscribers to this web were warned of this over a week ago!)  
That statement I previously covered a couple of weeks ago said: 
COVERT INTELLIGENCE 
I have been briefed on what is ACTUALLY behind this situation and the world is 
entering an "End Game" right now.  Very severe implications.  This is COVERT 
INTELLIGENCE from my former colleagues with the FBI Joint Terrorism Task 
Force, with whom I worked on National Security Intelligence from 2003-2008. 
People in foreign government service briefed me directly just moments ago that 
THIS is the China-US provocation spiral that is scripted to take down the global 
financial system in September… 
1) China invades Hong Kong “to restore order.” 
2) With a military response out of the question, Trump responds with “shock and 
awe” tariffs and financial sanctions intended to make the Chinese back off. 
3) The Chinese defiantly continue the Hong Kong operation and double-down by 
mobilizing invasion forces across from Taiwan. Meanwhile, their economy and 
banking system start a hard crash. 
4) To divert public anger away from the crashing economy and the Communist 
Party, Xi whips up a patriotic frenzy and launches a Taiwan invasion. 
5) Treaty-bound to defend Taiwan, Trump intervenes with either conventional 
military forces or the Secret Space Program, depending on the scripting. 
6) At some point during Steps 2-5, the global financial system collapses. 
If you have business interests in China, you need to IMMEDIATELY commence 
obtaining alternate sources for goods and services.  It is possible that ALL trade 
between the US and China may face stoppage if sanctions are used over this 
Hong Kong situation.  If all trade is stopped and you rely on production inside 
China, YOU will be out of business.  Make alternate plans RIGHT NOW. 
Back to the current report:  
UPDATED 5:25 PM EDT -- 

A public statement by President Trump sums it up: 
Our Country has lost, stupidly, Trillions of Dollars with China over many years. They 
have stolen our Intellectual Property at a rate of Hundreds of Billions of Dollars a year, & 
they want to continue. I won’t let that happen! We don’t need China and, frankly, would 
be far better off without them. The vast amounts of money made and stolen by China 
from the United States, year after year, for decades, will and must STOP. Our great 
American companies are hereby ordered to immediately start looking for an alternative 
to China, including bringing..your companies HOME and making your products in the 
USA. I will be responding to China’s Tariffs this afternoon. This is a GREAT opportunity 



for the United States…Our Economy, because of our gains in the last 2 1/2 years, is 
MUCH larger than that of China. We will keep it that way!  
This situation is why stock markets worldwide are taking some losses right now.  The 
DOW is down 548 points as of 4:27 PM EDT.   
HAL TURNER COMMENTARY 
This is going to be VERY good for those of us in the USA.   Companies will be 
scrambling to obtain manufacturing facilities here in the U.S. which means more US 
jobs and a return of the middle class. 
It also means long term better results for American companies, who no longer have to 
give away Trade Secrets to China, only to have China leak those secrets to its own 
industries, then sell the same products cheaper, driving the US companies out of 
business.  It's easy for China to have profitable companies when they get their products 
by stealing what American firms paid to develop. 
The people who lined their pockets by shipping US jobs overseas are not going to be 
happy about this; expect to see flailing and hear gnashing of teeth as their greed gets 
reigned-in.  
UPDATE 5:25 PM EDT -- 
More Tariffs!    This just in from President Trump: 
For many years China (and many other countries) has been taking advantage of 
the United States on Trade, Intellectual Property Theft, and much more. Our 
Country has been losing HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS a year to China, 
with no end in sight Sadly, past Administrations have allowed China to get so far 
ahead of Fair and Balanced Trade that it has become a great burden to the 
American Taxpayer. As President, I can no longer allow this to happen! In the 
spirit of achieving Fair Trade, we must Balance this very unfair Trading 
Relationship. China should not have put new Tariffs on 75 BILLION DOLLARS of 
United States product (politically motivated!). Starting on October 1st, the 250 
BILLION DOLLARS of goods and products from China, currently being taxed at 
25%, will be taxed at 30% Additionally, the remaining 300 BILLION DOLLARS of 
goods and products from China, that was being taxed from September 1st at 10%, 
will now be taxed at 15%. Thank you for your attention to this matter! 
Hal Turner Remark: This is going to utterly smash the economy of China.  They cannot 
afford to have this happen.   
Comment: 
CHAD BRUNDY · 1 days ago  
This is an orchestrated Global Take Down of the World's Economy ushering in the New 
World Order and a ONE WORLD Currency which will BE BITCOIN. This will crush all 
economies Hal, do you seriously believe this is great for America? WOW!!! 
If we ever had a wise President (who didn't work for and wasn't selected by the 
GLOBALISTS) and wanted to pull off a trade war effectively and fairly; that PRESIDENT 
would have informed his companies at the very start to begin looking for alternative 
sources, new plants, get tooling set up if needed, start looking for different distribution 
outlets, etc.. etc. etc.....  
You don't keep promising the country everything is great, we have the strongest 
economy ever, and then beg the FED to raise rates and start QE again. It doesn't take 
the sharpest tool in she shed to know you only implement those when the economy is 



looking like it's about to implode.  
Every Financial Indicator is screaming recession/depression yet we have a President 
screaming day in and day out that our economy is the greatest it has ever been! THAT 
IS completely FALSE, and a FAT LIE!  
DO we have an unfair imbalance regarding trade with CHINA? Absolutely, but you 
don't handle it the way it is being handled.  
Have you ever Checked out Where TRUMP's Signature Label is manufactured? Oh 
that's right, CHINA! How ironic!!! Do you remember where Ivanka & Jared were seeking 
to get a plethora of trademarks passed through? Oh that's right CHINA! Even more 
ironic, they were approved the following week when TRUMP had the "GREATEST 
CHOCOLATE CAKE" ever with XI Jinping who he claimed to have the "GREATEST 
relationship with ever! Are you noticing the trend? 
Our farmers are being absolutely decimated by this trade war!  
China isn't paying for this! WE ARE, YOU AND I! As the majority of what we buy 
in this country is being slapped with higher prices because of these tariffs, 
explain to me how that helps us again? 
Every Market is rigged by every Central Bank in the world propagated by their 
SELECTED puppets around the world we call Presidents, Queens, Kings, Princes, 
etc.... with an end game of controlling all of the citizens in this world through a sick and 
twisted SATANIC PLOT that is now in HYPER DRIVE. 
I'm going to keep pounding this SITE with TRUTH instead of the PRO TRUMP BS 
RHETORIC that is normally being spewed here. I don't care if it upsets anyone, 
because if the TRUTH upsets you then you need to hear a little more of it!  
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/president-trump-
orders-all-u-s-companies-out-of-china

 
Bank of England Governor Admits the Dollar System Is Dying and Wants a Global 
Currency 
Play (Mute 1:18 to 1:20) to 11:28: https://youtu.be/4OgJWJIRfU4?t=30  

 
Egon von Greyerz: The World Is Minutes From Total Collapse As Panic Across 
The Globe Escalates 
August 25, 2019--As the world edges closer to the next crisis, today the man who 
has become legendary (for his predictions on QE and historic moves in 
currencies) just warned that the world is minutes from collapse as panic across 
the globe intensifies. 
Egon von Greyerz:  “The world is now standing before a seminal moment and 
virtually nobody can see it. There has not been a more critical moment in the last 
50 or even 100 years than what we are now facing. In 1971, the world faced a 
similar situation. At that time, only the Chinese understood the consequences of 
Nixons decision to close the gold window. The People’s Daily in China said in 
August 1971:  
“These unpopular measures reflect the seriousness of the US economic crisis 
and the decay and decline of the entire capitalist system.” 
The paper went on: 
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“mark the collapse of capitalist monetary system with the US dollar as its 
prop”…. “Nixon’s new economic policy cannot extricate the US from financial 
and economic crisis.” 
“The policy is meant to fleece the American working people and to shift the 
worsening of the US financial and monetary economic crisis onto other 
countries.” 
So almost 50 years ago, China predicted “the decay and decline of the entire 
capitalist system. 
How right the Chinese were. US debt back in 1971 was $400 billion vs $22 trillion 
today, a 55x increase.  US GDP was $1.2 trillion in 1971 vs $20 trillion today. So a 
55x increase in US debt in the last 48 years has only produced a 17x increase in 
GDP. The US economy is running on empty, which is no wonder since massive 
money printing of worthless paper money cannot create any real wealth 
whatsoever but only inflated paper wealth. But it is not just the US which is in this 
position. Taking away the gold backing of the dollar in 1971 gave all countries a 
free for all right to print money and expand credit.  
https://kingworldnews.com/greyerz-we-are-minutes-from-total-collapse-as-panic-
across-the-globe-escalates/  

 
House Bill Creates Behavioral Threat Assessment Police Force 

The text of the TAPS Act, “Threat 
Assessment, Prevention, and Safety Act of 
2019,” gives unlimited and arbitrary 
authority to 24 bureaucrats. It is written in 
double-speak with loopholes for the pencil 
pushers. Bottom line — it’s a behavioral 
police force that self-empowers to deprive 
us of our constitutional rights if they don’t 
like our behavior. It’s bipartisan too! 
The bill doesn’t mention guns. It is meant to 
control people, period. It’s very Orwellian. 

This gives you an idea of where our politicians want to take us, some with the 
best of intentions. 
The TAPS act violates our constitutional rights. It gives the Department of Homeland 
Security the right to appoint 23 unelected pencil pushers to “identify individuals 
who are exhibiting patterns of concerning behavior” and to manage those 
Americans somehow, some way. They would become a policing body ruling the 
behavior of Americans as judge, jury, and executioner. 
The “Joint Behavioral Threat Assessment and Management Task Force” would consist 
of one government employee at a GS-15 level or higher and 23 selectees chosen by the 
politically-appointed Secretary. The people would not even get to elect any of these 
people. 
Their job would be to select those individuals who show “concerning behaviors” 
and create an authoritative power on the federal and local level to watch over 
them and control them. 
Who gets to define “concerning behavior?” 

https://kingworldnews.com/greyerz-we-are-minutes-from-total-collapse-as-panic-across-the-globe-escalates/
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And, they don’t need a criminal act to do this. Thought crimes will do. If the 
person is interested in committing a crime, that’s enough. 
The DHS will then be “empowered” to implement these arbitrary rules with no 
acknowledgment of any of the rights of the people. 
It’s a great way to usurp our rights, our entire Bill of Rights. 
The bill, in fact, makes no mention of our rights. They will have the power to 
invade our privacy and get whatever they want to support their concerns without 
due process or privacy rights. 
It completely circumvents the 4th Amendment. 
The measure, introduced in January, and sent to committee in March, allows the 
task force to develop its own “guidelines and best practices” to devise a 
“national standard” of action. 
Congress will have no authority over this band of authoritarians and relinquishes 
its responsibilities. The band of bureaucrats will have to submit an annual report. 
There is no accountability per se, they just tell Congress how they are doing. It’s 
a rogue government within a government that polices behavior. 
In case you’re wondering who will get on this list — to start — check out the new 
definition of a domestic terrorist on this link. First, they will come for those on the 
right, then they will come for others. 
The Red Flag laws won’t be much different. They take away due process. It’s 
dangerous. Dana Loesch provided an example on Twitter: 
Red flag laws at work, just last week: 
“… man had his firearms confiscated simply because he had the same name as a 
criminal" Had to bear the full legal cost a month later to defend himself in court: 
https://t.co/psqZASxPKQ  
Original: https://t.co/u4uQgDnSFJ#2A 
— Dana Loesch (@DLoesch) August 21, 2019 

 Mike Fisch · 16 hours ago  
The legal structures for a police state are being put in place. Anyone who knows 
history knows what comes next. 
Please note this is done on Trump’s watch. He will sign these into law.  

o Jill Hart · 11 hours ago  
Yes he will. He has already said as much. Anyone who still thinks America is the land of 
the free or the home of the brave needs to seriously think about what those two words 
mean. One is not free to do what they want or believe; what they want or educate their 
children or refuse enforced medical treatments…. 
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/house-bill-
creates-behavioral-threat-assessment-police-force 

 
Cracks Seemingly Forming in the Push for Gun Control! Action Alerts On Gun 
Control: Keep Up the Heat on Republican Senators and President Trump!  
As you read this, a battle is raging between two camps of White House staffers: 

 Some are pushing Donald Trump to stay true to his commitment to protect 
the Second Amendment. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/420379775/FBI-Conspiracy-Theory-Redacted#from_embed
https://t.co/psqZASxPKQ
https://t.co/u4uQgDnSFJ
https://t.co/u4uQgDnSFJ
https://twitter.com/DLoesch/status/1164233358890737664?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/house-bill-creates-behavioral-threat-assessment-police-force
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/house-bill-creates-behavioral-threat-assessment-police-force


 Other advisers, like his daughter Ivanka, are encouraging the President and 
others to push Gun Registration and Gun Confiscation in 
a misguided effort to pick up Democrat voters? 

For example, Ivanka Trump is reportedly working furiously behind the scenes, 
urging Senators to pass Universal Background Checks and Red Flag gun 
confiscation orders. 
Even so, there are conflicting reports in the media, with some indicating that the 
President is backing off his earlier push for gun control. 
“Trump retreats on gun control proposals,” said the L.A. Times yesterday. 
Another media outlet explained: “GOA members sent a whopping two million 
letters to the White House and to the Senate in past weeks, urging Republicans to 
support the 2nd Amendment.” 
Press reports also show that pro-gun leaders are busy communicating with the 
White House — some directly with the President, but others in meetings with the 
staff, given that many in the Oval Office are pushing gun control. 
Politico reported yesterday that “John Velleco, the executive vice president for 
Gun Owners of America, [is] on the books for a meeting” with the White House. 
These are encouraging articles. But then there are also reports indicating that the 
President is keeping private conversations alive with anti-gun congressional 
leaders. 
According to The Hill, Trump was on the phone with anti-gun Senator Chris 
Murphy (D-CT), talking about how to enact these two major objectives of the 
Bloomberg & Giffords gun control movement. 
The Hill also reports that Trump was negotiating with anti-gun Senators Pat 
Toomey (R-PA) and Joe Manchin (D-WV) about paving the way to passing their 
gun registration bill. 
What does all of this mean?  It means that we can’t go silent!  We have to make 
sure that the President CONTINUES TO HEAR from gun owners around the 
nation. 
Please add your name to our NEW pre-written letter (see link below) — and let’s 
continue to flood every Republican inbox at the White House and in the Senate, 
warning them that if they vote for gun control, they will face traumatic 
consequences at the polls. 
Action Alert On Gun Control: Keep Up the Heat on Republican Senators and 
President Trump!  

 
The many recent horrors of illegal immigration 
Left-wing corporate media firms like The New York Times, CNN, MSNBC, and the 
Soros funded power groups want America to believe those who oppose illegal 
immigration are motivated by dangerous and irrational fears and racism. 
Nothing could be further from the truth!  
While ALIPAC tracks numerous problems associated with illegal immigration 
(View) in our archives at www.ALIPAC.us, please take a close look at the articles 
below which document some of the more recent horrors forced upon 
unsuspecting and innocent Americans by illegal immigrants and illegal 
immigration supported by these same power groups. 

https://gunownersofamerica.cmail20.com/t/i-i-pidkrx-l-t/
https://gunownersofamerica.cmail20.com/t/i-i-pidkrx-l-i/
https://gunownersofamerica.cmail20.com/t/i-i-pidkrx-l-d/
https://gunowners.org/alert082119/
https://gunowners.org/alert082119/
https://alipac.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a5af36e36edcab4a5e133d21d&id=846a75cec1&e=8fb43f2608
https://alipac.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a5af36e36edcab4a5e133d21d&id=846a75cec1&e=8fb43f2608
https://alipac.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a5af36e36edcab4a5e133d21d&id=0c7bef402b&e=8fb43f2608


There is blood on the hands of illegal immigration and Amnesty supporters as 
well as the illegal immigrant perpetrators in these articles, which you can share 
with others by email and social media using the buttons on the site. 
It takes a great toll on our minds and hearts to immerse ourselves in this horrific 
information each day as we work to serve you and defend our nation through 
ALIPAC. 
11-Year-Old Allegedly Raped Repeatedly By Two Illegal Immigrants 
https://www.alipac.us/f12/11-year-old-allegedly-raped-repeatedly-two-illegal-
immigrants-375009/ 
Family of student allegedly murdered by illegal immigrant wants justice for 
‘preventable tragedy’ 
https://www.alipac.us/f12/family-student-allegedly-murdered-illegal-immigrant-
wants-justice-%91preventa-364807/ 
Suspect in crash that killed father of five was facing deportation 
https://www.alipac.us/f13/suspect-crash-killed-father-five-facing-deportation-
driving-without-l-374898/ 
ICE: Illegal Alien Accused of Rape Allowed to Walk on Bail in Sanctuary County 
https://www.alipac.us/f9/ice-illegal-alien-accused-rape-allowed-walk-bail-
sanctuary-county-375094/ 
Somali Wanted for Kidnapping Children as Mother’s Body is Identified 
https://www.alipac.us/f9/missouri-somali-wanted-kidnapping-children-mothers-
body-identified-375085/ 
California gang members laugh in court while receiving life sentences for 
attempted murder of cop 
https://www.alipac.us/f12/california-gang-members-laugh-court-while-receiving-
life-sentences-attempted-m-375108/ 
ICE arrests illegal immigrant accused of rape 2 months after he was released on 
bond 
https://www.alipac.us/f12/n-c-ice-arrests-illegal-immigrant-accused-rape-2-
months-after-he-released-o-375055/ 
Share & Discuss this meme and report on (ALIPAC HERE) .. (FACEBOOK HERE) 
..(TWITTER HERE) .. (GAB HERE) 
----------------------------- 
Dan Shea · McGregor, FL 
From a Florida ER doctor: 
Today I had a 25-year old with 8 kids - that's right 8, all Illegal Anchor Babies and 
she had the nicest nails, cell phone, hand bag, clothing, etc. She makes about 
$1,500 monthly for each; you do the math. I used to say, "We are the dumbest 
nation on earth," Now I must say and sadly admit: WE are the dumbest people on 
earth (that includes ME) For we Elected the Idiot Ideologues who have passed the 
Bills that allow this. 
Sorry, but we need a Revolution, If the Illegal Immigrant is over 65, they can apply 
for SSI and Medicaid and get more than a (legal citizen) woman on Social 
Security, who worked from 1944 until 2004. She is only getting $791 per month 
because she was born in 1944. It is interesting that the Federal Government 
provides a single illegal refugee with a monthly allowance of $1,890. Each can 
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also obtain an additional $580 in Social Assistance, for a total of $2,470 a month. 
This compares to a single pensioner, who after contributing to the growth and 
development of America for 40 to 50 years, can only receive a monthly maximum 
of $1,012 in Old Age Pension and Guaranteed Income Supplement. 
Maybe our Pensioners should apply as illegal refugees! Consider sending this to 
all your American friends, so we can all be ticked off and maybe get the Refugees 
cut back to $1,012 and the Pensioners up to $2,470. Then we can enjoy some of 
the money we were forced to submit to the Government over the last 40 or 50 or 
60 years. 
PLEASE SHOW THIS TO EVERY AMERICAN TAXPAYER YOU KNOW 

-----Original Message----- 
From: L C 
Subject: Former KGB officer warns US about Ideological Subversion - ROBERT 
SEPEHR 
Dr Johnson, This video is an eye opener. This 1980’s interview shows the reality 
of why American patriots cannot see the truth about how evil Trump is. Also, I 
believe this is the beginning of the strong delusion that the Bible talks about. 
People have been psychologically brain washed for such a long time without 
even realizing it. Only God can open our eyes to see and open our hearts to 
receive the truth.  
Play: https://youtu.be/ULmu4rFaZXU  

 
+2+ House Pushing Red Flag Bills Through Committee Next Week 

House Judiciary Committee Members: https://judiciary.house.gov/about/mem... 
Find your Congressman: https://www.senate.gov/senators/index... 
https://www.house.gov/representatives... 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFx3e2uEPcg  

 
FBI Creating A Social Media Red Flag Tool 
Play: https://youtu.be/s2s3KWNziHQ?t=83  
Related: 
Silicon Valley building Chinese-style social credit system... 
Scores affect insurance, where can eat, travel, more... 
Hong Kong Protests Against Chinese Facial Recognition & Social Credit Score 

 
Pilot Exposes Covert Chemtrail Operations 
Without looking very long, we found the following whistle-blower testimony about the 
government’s secret chemtrail operation, Operation Indigo Skyfold, on at least a 
dozen alternative news websites between 2014 and 2016.  Apparently, mainstream 
media wouldn’t touch it.  
From what we pieced together from various introductions to the actual testimony, the 
Indigo pilot protected his identity by funneling his testimony through a trusted 
intermediary.   
While we cannot vouch for the pilot’s testimony, nor for the man who seems to have first 
received it, the information is worth consideration.  Here it is according to Edward 

https://youtu.be/ULmu4rFaZXU
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=FFx3e2uEPcg&event=video_description&redir_token=HzRXxcqD55T5CIfa3dHVTlodB1R8MTU2NjkzNTMwMEAxNTY2ODQ4OTAw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fjudiciary.house.gov%2Fabout%2Fmembers
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https://www.infowars.com/hong-kong-protests-against-chinese-facial-recognition-social-credit-score/


Morgan who included it in an article for the Prepare for Change website. We’ve 
added photos and boldfacing. – The editor 

“First of all, I would like to say that I do not agree with my mission assignments, but what 
soldier ever truly does?  Several of us have considered bucking the ranks, and going AWOL 
from time to time.  
“We are kept in the dark when it comes to getting honest answers about what we are really 
spraying. Should they discover that we or our families are actively enquiring about the so-
called ‘chemtrails’ term, then automatic and swift disciplinary action would be taken. 
HAARP and radar are two other non-allowed research subjects.  

“Unless our children are learning about these in base 
schools, we cannot educate ourselves or our children 
through any public education system.  
“I would not intentionally spray my children or family with 
toxic aerosols, but perhaps 80% of the pilots do not have 
any family or children. 

 

 

“Indigo pilots are chosen from top ranks within the Air Force, Navy, and Coast Guard. Most 
of the pilots are hardened to humanity and could care less killing off unwanted or leaching 
aspects of America and the world.  I swear to you, the majority of the pilots are like 
machines, I call them ‘Tanker Terminators.’ 
“I should not be telling you this, but nearly 1/3 of all flights are being orchestrated from 
small unnamed islands, where newly constructed bases are being built at a rate of 8 per 
year.  On these extremely remote islands there are HAARP arrays of every possible design, 
with many arrays surrounding these islands within the depths of the ocean itself. The Navy 
has developed sophisticated underwater construction technology that allows fully 
autonomous robot submersibles to travel great distances, and even manufacture parts for 
these massive underwater arrays as they progress across the open sea floor. 
“Every time that you see or hear about military exercises at sea, they’re basically there to 
give support and resupply their army of underwater robotic minions. There is possibly one 
aquatic robot per plane, and will soon be double that.  
“You will never be able to Google Earth or search any of this. Other than an occasional 
error in blurring some island bases, or smudged images of underwater arrays, it is impossible 
to locate all these advanced technological devices. They even paint fake clouds over some 
of our island installations to keep prying eyes away.” 

 
Amorphic blue shapes over tiny islands northwest of Hawaii could be 



government/Google Earth efforts to hide active secret facilities.  It’s interesting that 
when we kept clicking on the blocked area over Midway Island, a famous WWII military 
base, a static photo image appeared. – The editor 

 
“I have been shown some of these images by civilian friends. That is the reason I know 
this. I completely understand your concern for human safety, and here is the 
kicker, we are shown videos in our training of catastrophic destruction to our 
homeland by very sophisticated weapons, then told that these will be the 
consequences if we don’t fly. 
“Our efforts in building a defensive atmospheric weapon shield are the only missions 
of its kind in the world. We are paid more than any other pilot for our service, other 
than Air Force One pilots who make as much or more... They tell us that secrecy is our 
protection, and not to listen to any public rhetoric. 
“We all know about cyber program flash-point, or FP-03 as it is known, within the 
veteran community. This program is a self-destruct sequence that can be remotely 
activated from any ground, water surface, underwater base, as well as any other air 
mobile unit. The signal is encrypted through three satellites and cannot be jammed or 
blocked. At any given moment you could have only 15 seconds to make your peace 
with your God. They tell us that FP exists to keep planes from accidentally going down 
in heavily populated areas. They can remotely detonate our planes over safe zones, 
but in the back of your minds, our minds, we’re pretty sure this is a fail-safe program 
to keep pilots from turning over assets to any public, private, or civilian authorities. 
“Have you ever seen any member of the crew survive the few crashes that have 
occurred? Every plane that has gone down was completely destroyed; for good 
reason, I am sure. We risk our lives in more ways than one, every single time we fly, 
especially during night flights. They are ordering us to fly at lower and lower 
altitudes. We feel like a massive ‘Dark Force Empire’ of crop dusters, and know that 
one-night Bubba, or Billy Joel, will fire their long rifles at us when we spray their 
moonshine-making operation, or pass over an illegal Mary Jane crop. 
“I know for a fact that some planes have been shot at, and subsequently brought down 
by mostly Russian, Chinese, and Korean weaponry, but the media will never cover 
these events as they are not allowed to report on our flights either. That must be true, 
for I have yet to see a detailed or a lengthy report of our missions on any public venue 
other than conspiracy shows and anti-government websites. 



“I risk everything for disclosing so much information and you will find very few like me. Even 
my own flight crew would have me arrested and court martialed if they knew of this 
dialogue. That is why I cannot email you directly, but from what your cousin tells me you are 
also risking everything just to get this information out to your colleagues. 
“I salute you sir, for standing up to the establishment and Big Brother.  I would love to go 
home tomorrow and not rack up one more single minute of flight time, except for a sweet little 
Piper Cub, or Rat Tail Barn Racer.  I miss those beautiful blue skies from my youth, and I am 
ashamed for hazing over that dream. 
“More importantly, maybe my fellow pilots will read or hear about this, and decide to come 
forward as well.  I only know a small fraction of the larger picture, as they compartmentalize 
everything.  Should I become aware of any new significant developments I will email your 
cousin. 
“The man I have contact with says he senses a wavering within the ranks, and that a kind of 
mutiny is beginning to boil to the surface of this whole geoengineering global 
whitewashing, if you catch my drift.  My cousin still has friends in high places too, so he is 
helping to protect the pilot.” 
EDITOR’S FOOTNOTE:  We have posted a number of articles about chemtrails. If you wish 
to learn more about them, type the word chemtrails into our website search bar. 

http://skyshipsovercashiers.com/deepthroat.htm  

 
Ted & Austin Show Highlights for August 8, 2019--Show Highlights: How the 
Luciferin Controllers Erase History—How the Civil War Has Been Rewritten Into a 
Ball of Lies!!! Abraham Lincoln Was Wicked--Benefit of Flu shots during 
pregnancy disproven again!--Who controls us? 
Play From 1:08 to 12:19: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/080919.mp3  

 
Nuclear missiles hidden right in front of us 
Mobile nuclear missiles, which can be launched from nearly anywhere, are hidden in 
ordinary-looking cargo containers commonly seen on ships, trains and trucks, but they 
are not ordinary.  Each cargo container holds four missiles which can be loaded with any 
one of four weapons - biological, chemical, EMP or nuclear – plus a launch system to 
send the missiles toward the intended target.  
Officially, the weaponized cargo container is known as a Club-K container but often it is 
called Pandora’s Box. It is the creation of a Russian weapons manufacturing company, 
Rosoboronexport, which sells its creation to many countries. 

 

http://skyshipsovercashiers.com/deepthroat.htm
http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/080919.mp3


 
 

 
Sadly, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) appears to be 
either broken or corrupt because the Club-K can get into Port Canaveral, Florida due 
to a 35-year lease agreement with Gulftainer, a United Arabs Emirates (UAE) company.  

http://skyshipsovercashiers.com/undercoveroperations.htm  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Barry <jo…@ 
Subject: DUMBs, Chimeras and MK Ultra and possible giant hybrid Muslim in 
Canada 
Message Body: Here's some of the crucial information regarding the information 
suppressed by the top globalists.  Chimeras (aka hybrid genetic creations) are 
being releasing into the woods in certain areas. It also explains part of the 
missing hikers, hunters, campers and local wildlife.  
The same lady mentioned her friend said she encountered a hybrid ISIS member 
in Canada, and you know Canadian government loves to import Muslims to wage 
evil.   
Play From 57:57 to 1:04:20 from 1:10:50 to 1:18:20: 
https://www.theconfessionalspodcast.com/theconfessionals/episode-144  

 
+3+ Hybrids and Little Green Men Are Real Says U.S. Army General Mark Milley 

http://skyshipsovercashiers.com/undercoveroperations.htm
https://www.theconfessionalspodcast.com/theconfessionals/episode-144


 
General Mark Milley, 39th U.S. Army Chief of Staff – The photo on the left 
was taken during his speech for the 100th anniversary of the ROTC.  
A shocker was revealed by Gen. Mark Milley, the 39th U.S. Army Chief of Staff, during 
his long keynote address for the ROTC Centennial Symposium at Norwich University in 
Vermont on April 21, 2016.  In the three years since then, it has pretty much gone 
unnoticed. The portion of his speech containing the gem is transcribed below.  – The 
editor 
“If the world of 1916 was complex or if the world of 1945 was complex, the world of 
2016 is intensely complex.  And I can tell you that from personal experience and I know 
there are plenty others who can tell you that as well, and you will graduate and be in 
that world.  
“And you’re going to be leading the soldiers, the sailors, the airmen and the marines in 
that world.  You’ll be dealing with terrorists.  You’ll be dealing with hybrid armies.  
You’ll be dealing with Little Green Men.  You’re going to be dealing with tribes.  You’ll 
be dealing with national and local leaders.  You’ll be dealing with politics and 
economics. And, you’ll be dealing with direct fire and indirect fire. And you’re going to be 
dealing with it all, and it’s all going to be dealt with simultaneously. And for that, you’re 
going to have to be ready.” 
If you wish to watch and listen the general’s entire speech, copy and paste this video 
title into your YouTube search bar: Todd Lecture Series: General Mark Milley, U.S. 
Army Chief of Staff.  http://skyshipsovercashiers.com/bigfootet.htm

 
Human Clones: Living Among Us? Documentary 2018 
Play (mute 13:37-13:46) to end: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3xat3SiGg4                  

 
Israeli Intelligence Working With Fallen Angelic Entities? / Some Claim They're in 
Over Their Head! 
Play to 53:27: https://youtu.be/zMqXU7Y1h24?t=2569  
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